In The Days Of Queen Victoria
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this In The Days Of Queen Victoria by
online. You might not require more become old to spend to go to the books commencement as capably as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise get not discover the statement In The Days Of Queen Victoria that you are
looking for. It will unquestionably squander the time.
However below, considering you visit this web page, it will be fittingly agreed easy to acquire as skillfully as
download guide In The Days Of Queen Victoria
It will not agree to many become old as we run by before. You can complete it even if operate something else at
home and even in your workplace. hence easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we have enough money
under as with ease as evaluation In The Days Of Queen Victoria what you like to read!

Victoria & Abdul (Movie Tie-In) Shrabani Basu 2017-08-29
Soon to be a Major Motion Picture starring Dame Judi
Dench from director Stephen Frears, releasing September
22, 2017. History’s most unlikely friendship—this is the
astonishing story of Queen Victoria and her
dearestcompanion, the young Indian Munshi Abdul Karim.
In the twilight years of her reign, after the
devastating deaths of hertwo great loves—Prince Albert
and John Brown—Queen Victoria meets tall and handsome
Abdul Karim, a humble servant from Agra waiting tables
at her Golden Jubilee. The two form an unlikely bond and
within a year Abdul becomes a powerful figure at court,
the Queen’s teacher, her counsel on Urdu and Indian
affairs, and a friend close to her heart. This marked
the beginning of the most scandalous decade in Queen
Victoria’s long reign. As the royal household roiled
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with resentment, Victoria and Abdul’s devotion grew in
defiance. Drawn from secrets closely guarded for more
than a century, Victoria & Abdul is an extraordinary and
intimate history of the last years of the nineteenthcentury English court and an unforgettable view onto the
passions of an aging Queen.
In the Days of Queen Victoria A. H. Stoney 1931
In the Days of Queen Victoria - Scholar's Choice Edition
Eva March Tappan 2015-02-15 This work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
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the public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
The Letters of Queen Victoria, a Selection from Her
Majesty's Correspondence Bewteen the Years 1837 and 1861
Victoria (Queen of Great Britain) 1907
Queen Victoria's Children John Van der Kiste 2011-10-24
Queen Victoria and Albert, the Prince Consort, had nine
children who, despite their very different characters,
remained a close-knit family. Inevitably, as they
married into European royal families their loyalties
were divided and their lives dominated by political
controversy. This is not only the story of their lives
in terms of world impact, but also of personal
achievements in their own right, individual
contributions to public life in Britain and overseas,
and as the children of Queen Victoria and the Prince
Consort.
Who Was Queen Victoria? Jim Gigliotti 2014-07-10 Her
reign of 63 years and seven months is known as the
Victorian Era, a period of industrial, cultural,
scientific, and political change that was marked by a
great expansion of the British Empire. But Victoria was
raised under close supervision and near isolation until
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she became Queen of the United Kingdom at the young age
of 18. She married her first cousin, Albert, and had
nine children who married into families across Europe.
By the time she had earned the nickname “The Grandmother
of Europe” and the title “Empress of India” it was
indeed true that the sun never set on the British
Empire. Publicly, she became a national icon, but
privately, Who Was Queen Victoria?
Queen Victoria Lucy Worsley 2018-09-06 'A wonderfully
fresh, vivid and engaging portrait.' Jane Ridley, author
of Bertie: A Life of Edward VII 'Has much of the
abundant charm of its author.' Spectator 'The glory of
this book is in the details.' The Times 'Worsley's
command of the material and elegant writing style make
this a must-read.' Publisher's Weekly 'An intimate
glimpse.' Daily Mail 'An engaging portrait of the
monarch.' i paper 'Provides a unique insight into this
inscrutable monarch.' Choice Magazine 'In this lively,
light-footed biography, just out in paperback, the
popular TV historian Lucy Worsley looks at just 24 days
of Victoria's 81-year long life to reveal unexpected
sides to the monarch.' BBC History Magazine
******************************* Who was Queen Victoria?
A little old lady, potato-like in appearance, dressed in
everlasting black? She was also a passionate young
princess who loved dancing. And there is also a third
Victoria, the brilliant queen, one who invented a new
role for the monarchy. Victoria found a way of ruling
when people were deeply uncomfortable with having a
woman on the throne. Her image as a conventional
daughter, wife and widow concealed the reality of a
talented, instinctive politician. Her actions, if not
her words, reveal that she was tearing up the rules on
how to be female. But the price of this was deep
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personal pain. By looking in detail at twenty-four days
of her life, through diaries, letters and more, we meet
Queen Victoria up-close and personal. Living with her
from hour to hour, we can see and celebrate the
contradictions that make up British history's most
recognisable woman.
The Early Days of Queen Victoria Charles Bullock 1897
Queen Victoria Lytton Strachey 1921
In the Days of Queen Victoria Eva Tappan 2019-09-25 A
very sanitised version of the life of Queen Victoria,
written primarily, it seems, for younger readers, but
still of interest to others. The book follows the Queen
from her birth to her death.
In the Days of Queen Victoria Tappan Eva March
2016-06-23 Unlike some other reproductions of classic
texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images
such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they
represent accurately the original artefact. Although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy.
The Early Days of Queen Victoria Charles Bullock 1886
The Days of Queen Victoria, Or, A Sketch of the Times
Citizen 2020
In the Days of Queen Victoria. Memories of a Hospital
Nurse. Re-issue A. H. Stoney 1931
The Early Days of Queen Victoria: with Royal Anecdotes,
Etc. [With Portraits.]. Charles BULLOCK (B.D.) 1897
Queen Victoria's Bathing Machine Gloria Whelan
2014-05-06 Inspired by a true story, when Queen Victoria
is unable to go swimming without her subjects glimpsing
in-the-days-of-queen-victoria
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her in a swimming suit, her husband, Prince Albert,
comes up with an innovative solution so his wife can
indulge in the healthy exercise.
Queen Victoria E. Gordon Browne 2012-06-01 One of the
most storied and influential rulers in modern history,
Queen Victoria's long reign defined the character of the
nineteenth century throughout much of Europe. This
insightful and comprehensive biography from E. Gordon
Browne presents a first-hand account of the queen and
the myriad social, political, and cultural changes
wrought by the so-called Grandmother of Europe.
In the Days of Queen Victoria Eva March Tappan 1902
Victoria the Queen Julia Woodlands Baird 2016 The race
to the crown -- The birth of "pocket Hercules"--The
lonely, naughty princess -- An impossible, strange
madness -- "Awful scenes in the house"--Becoming queen:
"I shall not fail" -- The coronation: "a dream out of
the Arabian nights" -- Learning to rule -- A scandal in
the palace -- Virago in love -- The bride: "I never,
never spent such an evening" -- Only the husband, not
the master -- The palace intruders -- King to all
intents: "like a vulture into his prey" -- Perfect,
awful, spotless prosperity -- Annus Mirabilis: the
revolutionary year -- What Albert did: the Great
Exhibition of 1851 -- The Crimea: 'This unsatisfactory
war' -- London boils over -- Royal parents: "everything
passes so quickly!" -- "Who will call me Victoria now?"
-- "The whole house seems like Pompeii." -Resuscitating the widow at Windsor -- The queen's
stallion -- The faery queen awakes -- Enough to kill any
man -- Two ironclads colliding: the queen and Mr.
Gladstone -- The monarch in a bonnet -- The "poor
munshi" -- The diamond empire -- The end of the
Victorian Age - "The streets were indeed a strange sight
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Queen Victoria's Matchmaking Deborah Cadbury 2017-11-14
A captivating exploration of the role in which Queen
Victoria exerted the most international power and
influence: as a matchmaking grandmother. As her reign
approached its sixth decade, Queen Victoria's
grandchildren numbered over thirty, and to maintain and
increase British royal power, she was determined to
maneuver them into a series of dynastic marriages with
the royal houses of Europe. Yet for all their apparent
obedience, her grandchildren often had plans of their
own, fueled by strong wills and romantic hearts.
Victoria's matchmaking plans were further complicated by
the tumultuous international upheavals of the time:
revolution and war were in the air, and kings and
queens, princes and princesses were vulnerable targets.
Queen Victoria's Matchmaking travels through the
glittering, decadent palaces of Europe from London to
Saint Petersburg, weaving in scandals, political
machinations and family tensions to enthralling effect.
It is at once an intimate portrait of a royal family and
an examination of the conflict caused by the marriages
the Queen arranged. At the heart of it all is Victoria
herself: doting grandmother one moment, determined Queen
Empress the next.
In the Days of Queen Victoria - Primary Source Edition
Eva March Tappan 2014-03-13 This is a reproduction of a
book published before 1923. This book may have
occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were
either part of the original artifact, or were introduced
by the scanning process. We believe this work is
culturally important, and despite the imperfections,
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed
in-the-days-of-queen-victoria
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works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you
enjoy this valuable book.
Queen Victoria: Twenty-Four Days That Changed Her Life
Lucy Worsley 2019-01-08 The story of the queen who
defied convention and defined an era A passionate
princess, an astute and clever queen, and a cunning
widow, Victoria played many roles throughout her life.
In Queen Victoria: Twenty-Four Days That Changed Her
Life, Lucy Worsley introduces her as a woman leading a
truly extraordinary life in a unique time period. Queen
Victoria simultaneously managed to define a socially
conservative vision of Victorian womanhood, while also
defying its conventions. Beneath her exterior image of
traditional daughter, wife, and widow, she was a strongwilled and masterful politician. Drawing from the vast
collection of Victoria’s correspondence and the rich
documentation of her life, Worsley recreates twenty-four
of the most important days in Victoria's life. Each day
gives a glimpse into the identity of this powerful,
difficult queen and the contradictions that defined her.
Queen Victoria is an intimate introduction to one of
Britain’s most iconic rulers as a wife and widow, mother
and matriarch, and above all, a woman of her time.
In the Days of Queen Victoria Illustrated Edition Eva
March Tappan 2021-08-10 A very sanitised version of the
life of Queen Victoria, written primarily, it seems, for
younger readers, but still of interest to others. The
book follows the Queen from her birth to her death.
In the Days of Queen Victoria Eva March Tappan 2007
Story of the life of Queen Victoria, a well-beloved
woman who became queen at eighteen and for nearly 64
years wore the crown of Great Britain. Relates her
training for the monarchy and the exemplary way she
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executed her duties, while managing a household of nine
children. Suitable for ages 11 and up.
Queen Victoria Elizabeth Longford 2011-08-26 Queen
Victoria is the longest-reigning monarch in British
history. In this concise biography, Lady Longford, long
recognised as an authority on the subject, gives a full
account of Queen Victoria's life and provides her unique
assessment of the monarch. David Cannandine hailed her
Victoria RI as 'pre-eminent in the genre...the commissed
biography that the great Queen never got'. Victoria
ascended the throne in 1837 on the death of her uncle
William IV. In 1840, she married her first cousin,
Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and for the next
twenty years they were inseperable. Their descendants
were to succeed to most of the thrones of Europe. When
Albert died in 1861, Victoria's overwhelming grief meant
that she virtually withdrew from public life. This
perceived dereliction of her duty, coupled with rumours
about her relationship with her Scottish ghillie John
Brown, led to increasing criticism. Coaxed back into the
public eye by Disraeli, she resumed her former
enthusiasm for political and constitutional matters with
vigour until her death in 1901.
Queen Victoria's Book of Spells Ellen Datlow 2013-03-19
"Gaslamp Fantasy," or historical fantasy set in a
magical version of the nineteenth century, has long been
popular with readers and writers alike. A number of
wonderful fantasy novels owe their inspiration to works
by nineteenth-century writers ranging from Jane Austen,
the Brontës, and George Meredith to Charles Dickens,
Anthony Trollope, and William Morris. And, of course,
the entire steampunk genre and subculture owes more than
a little to literature inspired by this period. Queen
Victoria's Book of Spells is an anthology for everyone
in-the-days-of-queen-victoria
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who loves these works of neo-Victorian fiction, and
wishes to explore the wide variety of ways that modern
fantasists are using nineteenth-century settings,
characters, and themes. These approaches stretch from
steampunk fiction to the Austen-and-Trollope inspired
works that some critics call Fantasy of Manners, all of
which fit under the larger umbrella of Gaslamp Fantasy.
The result is eighteen stories by experts from the
fantasy, horror, mainstream, and young adult fields,
including both bestselling writers and exciting new
talents such as Elizabeth Bear, James Blaylock, Jeffrey
Ford, Ellen Kushner, Tanith Lee, Gregory Maguire, Delia
Sherman, and Catherynne M. Valente, who present a
bewitching vision of a nineteenth century invested (or
cursed!) with magic. A Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book
of 2013 At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Queen Victoria Helen Rappaport 2003 Alphabetically
arranged subject entries cover Queen Victoria's life and
her sixty-three-year reign, the longest of any female
monarch.
Queen Victoria George Alfred Henty 1901
The Victorian Era Captivating History 2019-10-30 When
Queen Victoria stepped onto the throne of Great Britain
and Ireland in 1837, gone were the days when the monarch
had supreme authority over the kingdom. Victoria ruled
at the head of a government with which she was meant to
converse, debate, and ultimately guide, and it was a job
she sometimes struggled to perform.
The Last Days of Glory Tony Rennell 2014-07-01 Queen
Victoria's death in January 1901 shook Britain to its
core, and reverberated not just throughout the
Commonwealth, but around the world. She was a woman in
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her eighties, and yet it seems no one could contemplate
the end of a reign that had lasted so long. Most could
not remember a time when she was not Queen, and the very
stability of everyday life seemed to depend on her
regency. The anxiety of the government and the royal
family about the prospect of the Queen's death was such
that the news of her illness was deliberately concealed
from the public for more than a week. When it came,
people from England to Jamaica wept in the streets, and
this grief was surpassed only by fear for the future.
"God help us" was the standard reaction from all strata
of society. The Last Days of Glory is the definitive
account of those last 23 days in January 1901, when
Victoria traveled to Osborne House to die. The momentous
reaction to the Queen's passing attached to it more
significance and a greater sense of change than the turn
of the century had carried just a year earlier. Through
the prism of those last days Tony Rennell presents us
with a series of resonant and absorbing snapshots of a
fading Empire at the end of the Victorian Age, and
captures a nation coping with change, balancing
comfortable nostalgia with the arrival of a new order.
Queen Victoria Matthew Dennison 2014-06-24 The
critically acclaimed author of The Last Princess
presents an accessible account of Queen Victoria's life
that examines her contradictory views and lasting
influence, covering such topics as her reinvention of
the monarchy, relationship with her mother and selfreliance in widowhood. 30,000 first printing.
Queen Victoria's Granddaughters Christina Croft 2013-10
On 6th July 1868, when told of the birth of her seventh
granddaughter, Queen Victoria remarked that the news was
'a very uninteresting thing for it seems to me to go on
like the rabbits in Windsor Park.' Her apathy was
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understandable – this was her fourteenth grandchild,
and, though she had given birth to nine children, she
had never been fond of babies, viewing them as 'froglike and rather disgusting…particularly when undressed.'
The early years of her marriage had, she claimed, been
ruined by frequent pregnancies; and large families were
unnecessary for wealthy people since the children would
grow up with nothing worthwhile to do. Nevertheless, her
initial reaction to the birth of Princess Victoria of
Wales belied the genuine concern that Queen Victoria
felt for each of her twenty-two granddaughters. 'As a
rule,' she wrote, 'I like girls best,' and she devoted a
great deal of time to their wellbeing and happiness,
showering them with an affection she had seldom shown
her own children.By 1914, through a series of dynastic
marriages, the Queen's granddaughters included the
Empress of Russia, the Queens of Spain, Greece and
Norway, and the Crown Princesses of Roumania and Sweden.
As their brothers and cousins occupied the thrones of
Germany, Britain and Denmark, Prince Albert's dream of a
peaceful Europe created through bonds of kinship seemed
a real possibility. Yet in little more than a decade
after Queen Victoria's death, the Prince Consort's dream
would lie shattered in the carnage of the First World
War. Royal cousins and even siblings would find
themselves on opposing sides; two of them would die
horrifically at the hands of revolutionaries and several
others would be ousted from their thrones. They had
lived through the halcyon days of the European
monarchies but their lives, like the lives of millions
of their peoples, would be changed forever by the
catastrophe played out on the battlefields of
France.Through all the upheavals, tragedies and
conflicts one person had bound them together and, even
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when wars had divided their nations, to the end of their
lives, they would look back and remember 'dearest
grandmama' with love.
In the Days of Queen Victoria Eva March Tappan
2015-10-11 ÊIt made little difference to either the Duke
or the baby how the Prince Regent might feel about her
name, for the Duke was the happiest of fathers, and the
little Drina, as the Princess was called, was a merry,
sweet-tempered baby. Everyone at Kensington loved her,
and over the sea was a grandmother, the Dowager Duchess
of Coburg, who could hardly wait for the day to come
when she would be able to see the child. "How pretty the
little Mayflower will be," she wrote, "when I see it in
a year's time." Another letter said: "The English like
queens, and the niece of the beloved Princess Charlotte
will be most dear to them." Princess Charlotte was the
only child of Prince George, and the nation had loved
her and longed to have her for their queen. She had
married Leopold, the brother of the Duchess of Kent, and
had died only two years before "Princess Drina" was
born. The succession to the English crown was in a
peculiar condition. The king, George III., had become
insane, and his eldest son, George, was ruling as Prince
Regent. If the Regent lived longer than his father, he
would become George IV. His next younger brother was
Frederick, Duke of York; then came William, Duke of
Clarence; and then the Duke of Kent. George and
Frederick had no children, and William's baby girl died
on the very day that the Princess Alexandrina was born.
If these three brothers died without children, the Duke
of Kent would become king; but even then, if the Duke
should have a son, the law was that he, rather than the
daughter, should inherit the crown. The baby Princess,
then, stood fifth in the succession to the throne, and a
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child born to any one of these three uncles, or a son
born to her father, would remove her still further from
sovereignty. The English people had talked of all these
possibilities. The Duke of Kent had also several younger
brothers, but they were all middle-aged men, the
youngest forty-five, and not one of them had a child. If
all the children of George III. died without heirs, the
English crown would descend to a line of Germans who had
never walked on English soil. "We have had one king who
could not speak English," said the people, "and we do
not want another." The Duke of Kent was a general
favorite among them, and they hoped that he, and after
him his daughter, would become their ruler. Indeed, they
hoped for this so strongly that they began to feel sure
that it would come to pass. Everyone wanted to see the
little Princess. Many a person lingered under the palace
windows for hours, and went away feeling well repaid for
the delay if he had caught a glimpse of the royal baby
in her nurse's arms.
In the Days of Queen Victoria, Etc. [With Plates.]. Eva
March Tappan 1905
In the Days of Queen Victoria Eva March Tappan 1903
In the Days of Queen Victoria Illustrated Eva March
Tappan 2021-04-20 In The Days of Queen Victoria is the
story of Queen Victoria, the woman who became queen at
eighteen and for nearly 64 years wore the crown of Great
Britain.
The Letters of Queen Victoria: A Selection From Her
Majesty's Correspondence Between the Years 1837 and 1861
(Complete) Queen of Great Britain Victoria 1907
Entrusted by His Majesty the King with the duty of
making a selection from Queen Victoria's correspondence,
we think it well to describe briefly the nature of the
documents which we have been privileged to examine, as
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well as to indicate the principles which have guided us
throughout. It has been a task of no ordinary
difficulty. Her Majesty Queen Victoria dealt with her
papers, from the first, in a most methodical manner; she
formed the habit in early days of preserving her private
letters, and after her accession to the Throne all her
official papers were similarly treated, and bound in
volumes. The Prince Consort instituted an elaborate
system of classification, annotating and even indexing
many of the documents with his own hand. The result is
that the collected papers form what is probably the most
extraordinary series of State documents in the world.
The papers which deal with the Queen's life up to the
year 1861 have been bound in chronological order, and
comprise between five and six hundred volumes. They
consist, in great part, of letters from Ministers
detailing the proceedings of Parliament, and of various
political memoranda dealing with home, foreign, and
colonial policy; among these are a few drafts of Her
Majesty's replies. There are volumes concerned with the
affairs of almost every European country; with the
history of India, the British Army, the Civil List, the
Royal Estates, and all the complicated machinery of the
Monarchy and the Constitution. There are letters from
monarchs and royal personages, and there is further a
whole series of volumes dealing with matters in which
the Prince Consort took a special interest. Some of them
are arranged chronologically, some by subjects. Among
the most interesting volumes are those containing the
letters written by Her Majesty to her uncle Leopold,
King of the Belgians, and his replies.1 The collection
of letters from and to Lord Melbourne forms another
hardly less interesting series. In many places Queen
Victoria caused extracts, copied from her own private
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Diaries, dealing with important political events or
describing momentous interviews, to be inserted in the
volumes, with the evident intention of illustrating and
completing the record.
Becoming Queen Kate Williams 2013-05-31 Our perception
of Victoria the Queen is coloured by portraits of her
older, widowed self - her dour expression embodying the
repressive morality propagated in her time. But Becoming
Queen reveals an energetic and vibrant woman, determined
to battle for power. It also documents the Byzantine
machinations behind Victoria's quest to occupy the
throne, and shows how her struggles did not end when
finally the crown was placed on her head. Laying bare
the passions that swirled around the throne in the
eighteenth century, Becoming Queen is an absorbingly
dramatic tale of secrets, sexual repression and endless
conflict. After her lauded biography of Emma Hamilton,
England's Mistress, Kate Williams has produced a most
original and intimate portrait of Great Britain's
longest reigning monarch.
In the Days of Queen Victoria (Classic Reprint) Eva
March Tappan 2015-07-19 Excerpt from In the Days of
Queen Victoria To her own people Queen Victoria was
England itself, the emblem of the realm and of the
empire. To millions who were not her people the words
"the Queen" do not bring even yet the thought of the
well-beloved woman who now shares the English throne,
but rather of her who for nearly sixty-four years wore
the crown of Great Britain and gave freely to her
country of the gift that was in her. Other women have
been controlled by devotion to duty, other women have
been moved to action by readiness of sympathy, but few
have united so harmoniously a strong determination to do
the right with a never-failing gentleness, a childlike
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sympathy with unyielding strength purpose. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases,
an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
In the Days of Queen Victoria Eva March Tappan
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2020-02-03 To her own people Queen Victoria was England
itself, the emblem of the realm and of the empire. To
millions who were not her people the words "the Queen"
do not bring even yet the thought of the well-beloved
woman who now shares the English throne, but rather of
her who for nearly sixty-four years wore the crown of
Great Britain and gave freely to her country of the gift
that was in her.Other women have been controlled by
devotion to duty, other women have been moved to action
by readiness of sympathy, but few have united so
harmoniously a strong determination to do the right with
a never-failing gentleness, a childlike sympathy with
unyielding strength of purpose.Happy is the realm that
can count on the list of its sovereigns one whose career
was so strongly marked by unfaltering faithfulness, by
honesty of aim, and by statesmanlike wisdom of action.
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